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The Minimum Weight Steiner Tree (MST) is an important ombinatorial optimization problem
over networks that has appli ations in a wide range of elds. Here we dis uss a general te hnique
to translate the imposed global onne tivity onstrain into many lo al ones that an be analyzed
with avity equation te hniques. This approa h leads to a new optimization algorithm for MST and
allows to analyze the statisti al me hani s properties of MST on random graphs of various types.
Given a graph or a latti e, nding a subgraph that optimizes some global
in many elds.

ost fun tion is an important problem

One of the most basi

versions of this

is known as the Minimum Weight Steiner Tree (MST)

an be also seen as the onset of

along the iterations of the

orrelation de ay

avity equations [10℄. Here we

make a step further by presenting eviden e for the exa tness of the

avity approa h for a qualitatively dierent

lass of models, namely problems whi h are subje t to

problem.
Given an undire ted graph with positive weights on
the edges, the MST problem

onsists in nding a

ne ted subgraph of minimum weight that
le ted set of terminal verti es. Su h

on-

ontains a se-

onstru tion may

require the in lusion of some nonterminal nodes whi h
are

whi h

alled Steiner nodes. Clearly, an optimal sub-graph

must be a tree. Solving MST is a key

omponent of many

rigid global

onstraints that

often this type of global
and is

ouple all variables. Quite

onstraint is of topologi al origin

ommon to many problems a ross dis iplines (e.g.

the Traveling Salesman Problem in

omputer s ien e or

Self-Avioding Walks in physi s).
Our work addresses two questions: by analyzing the
distributional equations we provide the phase diagrams
of the problem in the

examples are network re onstru tion in biology (phyloge-

αN

is the number of terminals in a graph of

neti

and

D

trees and regulatory sub-networks), Internet multi-

asting,

ir uit design and power or water distribution

is the allowed depth of the tree from a randomly

hosen root. We

networks design, just to mention few famous ones. MST

the minimum

is also a beautiful mathemati al problem in itself whi h

tion

lies at the root of

where both

omputer s ien e being both NP-

omplete [1℄ and di ult to approximate [2℄. In physi s

α

ontrol parameters

α and D, where
N verti es

optimization problems involving real networks. Con rete

ompute quantities like the behavior of

ost as a fun tion of

D

for a given fra s

of terminals, or the number of Steiner nodes

c

and the exponent

s

depend on

dire tly

models su h as polymers, self avoiding walks or transport

instan e, for the

onne ted with the topology of the tree.
ase of

weights we nd that an extremely small depth

lo al an global frustration.

 ient for rea hing

physi s

an be used to both analyze and solve this prob-

lem on random graphs (as e.g.
propriate representation is

[4, 5, 6℄) on e an ap-

hosen.

We a tually study

the even more general (and eventually harder)
problem in whi h we

D−MST

onsider the depth of the tree from

a root terminal node to be bounded by

D.

Unfortu-

nately the traditional te hniques for studying topologially

onne ted stru tures, as for instan e the so- alled

For

omplete graphs with random

networks (e.g. [3℄) with a non-trivial interplay between

avity approa h of statisti al

cN
α.

and

Su h quantities are of extreme interest in that they are

the Steiner tree problem has similarities with many basi

Here we show that the

D

osts whi h are

for the unbounded trees (e.g.

DN

is suf-

lose to optimal ones

for the

omplete graph

with random weights we nd that

DN ∼ log log N

su ient to rea h asymptoti ally a

ost

timal one

ζ(3)

is

lose to the op-

[11, 12℄ of the minimum spanning tree
Θ(N 1/3 ) [13℄). For nite D the results

whi h has depth
of the

avity approa h

an be

ompared with rigorous

upper and lower bounds [18℄ making us
the

onje ture that

avity approa h is exa t, as it happens for random

Mat hings [14℄. Similar results hold for other

lasses of

avity method.

random graphs. Here we give results for xed degree and

We provide here instead an arbores ent representation of

S ale-Free graphs, for whi h some non trivial patterns of

the Steiner problem whi h allows to implement expli itly

solutions for optimal Steiner trees appear.

O(n)

model, are in ompatible with the

global

onne tivity

onstraints in terms of lo al ones.

In re ent years many algorithmi results have appeared
showing the e a y of the

avity approa h for optimiza-

tion and inferen e problems dened over both sparse and
dense random networks of

onstraints [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄.

These performan es are understood in terms of fa torization properties of the Gibbs measure over ground states,

On the algorithmi

side, the arbores ent representa-

tion of the problem leads to

avity equations that

an be

turned into an algorithm for solving single instan es.
Very few results are known on the Steiner problem on
random graphs in the regime in whi h

α is nite.

For the

omplete graph with random weights some upper and
lower bounds for the minimum

ost have been derived

2

[15℄, whi h are

ompatible with those predi ted by the

avity method.

For nite degree random graphs (e.g.

On a xed point, one

Erdös-Rényi, xed degree or s ale-free graphs) mu h less

an

ompute marginals

ψj (dj , pj ) = −cjpj +

is known.
onstru tion is often asso iated with

the term arbores en e). Ea h node
pair of variables

i

(pi , di ), a pointer pi to some other node
V (i) of i and a depth di ∈ {1, . . . , D}

dened as the distan e from the root.

Terminal nodes

must point to some other node in the nal tree and hen e
The root node

onventionally points to itself .

Non-root nodes either point to some other node in

V(i)

if they are part of the tree (Steiner and terminal nodes)
or just do not point to any node if they are not part of
the tree (allowed only for non-terminals), a fa t that we
represent by allowing for an extra state for the pointer

pi ∈ V (i) ∪ ∅.

The depth of the root is set to zero,

di = 0

while for the other nodes in the tree the depths measure
the distan e from the root along the unique oriented path
from the node to the root
In order to impose the global
for the tree we need to impose the

pj 6= ∅

dj = di − 1.

and

onne tivity

onstraint

ondition that if
This

pi = j

ondition forbids

loops and guarantees that the pointers des ribe a tree.
In building the

avity equations (or the Belief Propaga-

tion equations), we need to introdu e the

fij

whi h impose su h

hara teristi

onstraints over

If the starting graph is a tree
preted as the minimum

j

with for ed

ost

onguration

pj = ∅

and

pj 6= k, ∅

respe tively.

Adj→i (t + 1) =

X

Qk→j (dj , pj ) ∝

Pk→j (dk , pk ) fjk (dk , pk , dj , pj )

(2)

dk pk
where
if

i

cij

The

∝

(i, j),

symbol a

with

ci∅ = ∞

ounts for a mul-

tipli ative normalization onstant. Allowed ongura−βcij
−1
where β
is a temperature
tions are weighted by e
xing the energy level.

The zero temperature limit is

taken by

onsidering the following hange of variables:
ψj→i (dj , pj ) = β −1 log Pj→i (dj , pj ) and φk→j (dj , pj ) =
β −1 log Qk→j (dj , pj ). In the β → ∞ limit Eq. 1-2 redu e
to:

d
Cj→i
(t + 1) = −cij +

ψj→i (dj , pj ) = − cjpj +

X

φk→j (dj , pj )

(3)

X

d
Ek→j
(t)

(8)



d
Dj→i (t) = max max Aj→i (t) , Bj→i (t)
d

d+1
d
Ej→i (t) = max Cj→i (t) , Dj→i (t)

(9)
(10)

y les the above equations are

guaranteed to onverge to the optimal solution. In graphs
y les, these equations may instead fail to

in some

ases.

For the

onverge

lasses of random graphs stud-

ied in this work, this appears not to be due to a repli a
lo al stru tures in the underlying graph (as it is known to
happen in simpler problems su h as random mat hings
[16℄). This observation is
the distributional

max

dk ,pk :fjk (dk ,pk ,dj ,pj )6=0

ψk→j (dk , pk )

(4)

The previous two equalities must be understood to
hold ex ept for an additive

onstant.

alled "Max Sum" form.

orroborated by the analysis of

avity equations dis ussed later. While

more work is needed to understand this point, from the
algorithmi

viewpoint the problem

applying a small perturbation [6℄.
of Eq. 5 multiplied by a (small)

an be over ome by
The term

onstant

ρ

ψj (dj , pj )

is added to

the rhs. of Eq. 3. This leads to a set of equations whi h
onvergen e properties for vanishing

An equivalent formulation of the problem

ρ.

an be

on-

stru ted by introdu ing a link representation of the

k∈j\i

the so

(7)

k∈j\i

show good

φk→j (dj , pj ) =

(6)

symmetry breaking instability but rather to the ee t of

is the weight of the link

is a terminal.

d
Ek→j
(t) +

k∈j\i

with

k∈j\i

X

an then

d
+ max {Ad−1
k→j (t) − Ek→j (t) − cjk }
k∈j\i
X
Dk→j (t)
Bj→i (t + 1) = −cj∅ +

For graphs without
(1)

3-4

k∈j\i

ongu-

Qk→j (dj , pj )

Eqs.

equations:

The avity equations take the form

Y

from the subgraph with

be solved by repeated iteration of the following set of

(pi , di ). For any edge
(i, j) we have the indi ator fun
tion fij = gij gji where


1 − δpk ,j δpj ,∅ .
gjk = 1 − δpk ,j 1 − δdj ,dk −1
Pj→i (dj , pj ) ∝ e−βcjpj

hange of removing a vertex

dj , pj

link (i, j) already removed. We introdu e the variables
d
Adk→j ≡ maxpk 6=j,∅ ψk→j (d, pk ), Bk→j
≡ ψk→j (d, ∅),
d
d
Ck→j ≡ ψk→j (d, j), Dk→j = maxd max{Adk→j , Bk→j
}
d+1
d
and Ek→j = max{Ck→j , Dk→j }. This is enough to omdj −1
dj
pute φk→j (dj , pj ) = Ak→j , Dk→j , Ek→j for pj = k ,

rations of the independent variables

Cavity Equations.

arg max ψj .
ψj→i (dj , pj ) an be inter-

and the optimum tree should be given by

is endowed with a

in the neighborhood

fun tions

(5)

We model the Steiner tree problem as a

The model.

then

φk→j (dj , pj )

k∈j

rooted tree (su h a

pi ∈ V(i).

X

ψj :

Eqs. 3-4 are in

xij =
−1 if j

pointer variables (one may introdu e link variables

0, ±1, 0 if i does
points i). In this

not point

j, 1

if

points

j

and

representation, the number of states of

the independent variables is just
nite for

i

3D

whi h

an be kept

omplete graphs or at most of order

sparse graphs.

log N

for

3

equations

and

average

ase

1
0.8

ful tool to solve distributional equations that deal with
a large number of random variables. In the physi s

om-

munity the method was introdu ed in [17℄ for the study of

N=1000
N=5000
N=8000
1/(2D-1)

0.6
0.4

1

The underly-

0.14

ing idea is to represent probability distributions with a

0.12

0.02

onverge to a stable distribution.

N,

in parti ular be ause the

obviously needed dependen e of

D

on

N

for nite degree

graphs makes this task even more involved.
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To obtain results on the

alyzed to large but nite
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will

ases an-

4

0.06
0.04

10. We limited however ourselves here for all

3

0.1

of updates the histogram of variables in the population

N → ∞ limit one would need
to res ale simultaneously all d-dependent quantities in order to eliminate their dire t dependen e on N in Eqs. 6-

2

0.08

S/N

update su h populations. After a suitably large number

D=2
N0.31 +/- 0.01
D=3
N0.15 +/- 0.03
D=4
0.12 +/- 0.1
N

0.1

0

dynami s is useful espe ially when the equations involve

population of random variables and use the equations to

1

0.2

spin glass models on diluted random graphs. Population
sums over many states of the variables.

10

E
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analysis.

Population dynami s (or density evolution) is a power-
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Figure 1: D-MST on omplete graphs. Left: Minimum ost
(at α = 0.5) and fra tion of Steiner nodes (for N = 8000) as
a fun tion of D. Right: Comparison of Pop. dyn. with the
algorithm on single samples for various values of N at α = 0.5.
Fits are in very good agreement with known bounds.

We will apply the population dynami s method to nd
the statisti al properties of the avity elds Mi→j =

d
d
Adi→j , Bi→j , Ci→j
, Di→j , Ei→j
in Eqs. 6-10. Given an
ensemble of random graphs we will nd the probability distribution of these elds from whi h we will derive
the quantities of interest, namely the average minimum
ost and average number of Steiner nodes as a fun tion of

N,

in the so

is impli it in the

alled Bethe approximation whi h

avity approa h.

The method pro-

eeds by initializing at random a population of eld ve 
tors Ma =
Ada , Ba , Cad , Da , Ead with a ∈ [0, Np ] and
d ∈ [0, D]. The rst member M0 represents messages
sent by root.

Members with label

a = 1, . . . , Nt repreNt = αNp

sent messages sent by terminal nodes. Here
where

α = K/N

is the fra tion of terminal nodes. Then

the population dynami s algorithm works by updating
the population using Eqs.
rea hed.

6-10 until

onvergen e is

For brevity, we omit the details of this proonvergen e is rea hed, marginals ψa (d, p)
∗ ∗
omputed using Eq. 5. The state (d , p ) that

For

omplete graph with random weights we are able to

provide an a
whi h for

urate estimate of the s aling exponents

α=1

are

ompatible with rational exponents

predi ted by rigorous analysis [18℄.

Moreover, we ob-

serve a very rapid de rease of the minimum ost with
D
D, ompatible with N 1/(2 −1) . This suggests that very
few "hops" (∼
optimal

log log N )

are indeed su ient to rea h

osts. From a qualitative point of view we ob-

serve a non trivial dependen e on

N

and

α

with a rational exponent that depends on

D.

α.

For the S ale-Free graphs there appears an additional

probability distribution of optimal weights for all
We

on lude this letter by mentioning the

an be

trees on
the

For the

onsistent with known

a is a Steiner member.
E = Ket + (N − K) es

per and lower bounds for the minimum

es

ost reads

are the average

energy of terminal and Steiner members. The fra tion of

onne tion

omplete graphs our numeri al results show that

avity equations are indeed

bounds.

and

lasses.

ase of bounded depth

maximizes the lo al marginal gives the energy ontribu∗
tion of the a − th member. If p 6= ∅ and Nt < a, then

et

N

uspid-like minimum. Finally, in Fig. 3 we provide the

with rigorous results.

Finally the minimum

For xed

there appears a maximum for relatively small values of

edure. On e

where

of the size of

the Steiner set. The size itself turns out to be sublinear,

As dis ussed in [18℄, the analysis of a simple

greedy algorithm and a Cherno-type bound lead to upost that are

able to identify the exa t s aling exponent and to give

Steiner members in the population will give the fra tion

bounds for the pre-fa tors.

of Steiner nodes in the ensemble of random graphs.

shown that the average minimum ED grows with the size
1/(2D −1)
. The ase D = 2 and α = 1 is parti ularly
as N

In Figures 1-3 we display numeri al results for three
lasses of random graphs, namely
nite

omplete graphs, -

onne tivity random graphs and s ale-free graphs.

We rst verify a quite remarkable agreement between

easy to understand:
hoosing a rst set of
the

N1

More pre isely, it

the greedy algorithm amounts at

N1

nodes at depth

links with smallest weights. Su

N − N1

an be

2

maining

given random instan es with the out omes of the popu-

rst layer by

lation dynami s averaged over the randomness. In Figs

By optimizing over the size of N1 one nds for the aver3 1/3
age minimum ost E2 = N
(a naive guess may give
2
an exponent 1/2 instead of 1/3). Comparisons with the

minimum

D

of the

ost and of the size of the Steiner set nodes.

are

by sele ting

the output of the algorithm whi h nds Steiner trees on

1-2, we estimate the dependen e on the depth

nodes at depth

1

essively the reonne ted to the

hoosing the smallest weight for ea h node.
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0.25
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Work is in progress to apply the algorithmi

FD, D=25
D=30
D=35
D=40

0.2
S/N

E/N

0.3

0.25

FD, D=25
D=30
D=35
D=40

have presented to

protein pathways identi ation problems.

0.15
0.1

0.15
0.05

0.1
0.05

0

0.5
0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
α
0.06
0.05
0.04
S/N

E/N

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
α

0.03
0.02

SF, D=15
D=20
D=25

0.01
0

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
α

s heme we

lustering, network re onstru tion and

SF, D=15
D=20
D=25
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
α

E
S
E
S
E
E

D
2
2
3
3
2
3

α
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1

a
b
−1.07 ± 0.07 0.92 ±
−3.62 ± 0.13 0.35 ±
−0.83 ± 0.05 1.21 ±
0
0.14 ±
−1.46 ± 0.25 1.47 ±
−0.95 ± 0.05 1.75 ±

0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.03(3/2)
0.02

0.31
0.67
0.15
0.90
0.35
0.15

c
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.01
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.01(1/3)
0.02(1/7)

Table I: Comparing the exponents and prefa tors for omplete
graphs. The parameters have been obtained by tting data to
a + bxc . In all the data N ≤ 8000. Values in the parenthesis
are known analyti al results.

Figure 2: Fixed degree (FD) and s ale-free (SF) graphs. Left:
Minimum ost as fun tion of α for dierent values of D.
Right: Fra tion of Steiner nodes as a fun tion of α. The
FD graphs have degree C = 3 and size N = 106 . The SF
graphs have exponent γ = 3 and size N = 104 .
0.2
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w

Figure 3: Weight distribution of the MST for omplete graphs
of size N = 8000 at α = 0.5. Inset: For FD graphs of degree
C = 3 (N = 106 ) and SF graphs of exponent γ = 3 (N = 104 )
with parameters D = 25, α = 0.5.

avity approa h for small D show that indeed the ex
1/ 2D − 1 as it should and that there exist

ponent is
a

onstant additional (negative) term to the minimum

ost whi h improves over the greedy algorithm. Table I
shows the results of a power law t to our data for the
average minimum
a fun tion of

N.

ost and number of Steiner nodes as

For

D = N −1

and

α=1

ble to prove using te hniques based on the
tree that if the BP equations

it is possi-

omputation

onverge, then the result is

optimal. Details about these results and hopefully about
their extensions to the

α<1

ase will be given elsewhere.
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